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Highlights of the resultsHighlights of the results

Credit booms often end in tearsCredit booms often end in tears——indeed indeed 
credit booms help predict financial crises.credit booms help predict financial crises.

In effect credit is the more robust predictor of In effect credit is the more robust predictor of 
financial crisis after WWII.financial crisis after WWII.

The output costs of crises have remained large The output costs of crises have remained large 
in the post war period and their inflationary in the post war period and their inflationary 
consequences are greater.consequences are greater.



Reactions (Part I)Reactions (Part I)

Reinhart and Reinhart and RogoffRogoff 33

This is a very promising line of research, which is grounded in This is a very promising line of research, which is grounded in 
solid stylized facts.  This paper makes contributions along solid stylized facts.  This paper makes contributions along 
three dimensions:three dimensions:

1.1. Bringing the very relevant Bringing the very relevant prepre--war war experience of experience of advanced advanced 
economies to bear on the stylized facts. economies to bear on the stylized facts. 

2.2. Doing a horserace between a Doing a horserace between a ““monetaristmonetarist”” model and a model and a 
““creditcredit--augmented monetaristaugmented monetarist”” model of financial crises model of financial crises 
prediction.  (I would argue these predict different prediction.  (I would argue these predict different types types of of 
crisis)crisis)

3.3. Suggesting (although in my view Suggesting (although in my view not presenting sufficient not presenting sufficient 
evidenceevidence) that credit introduces its ) that credit introduces its ownown shocks and it is not shocks and it is not 
merely an amplifier as in the financial accelerator BGG merely an amplifier as in the financial accelerator BGG 
model.model.

The paper also provides food for thought on  possible The paper also provides food for thought on  possible 
implications for the conduct of monetary policy and early implications for the conduct of monetary policy and early 
warnings of financial crises (more on this later)warnings of financial crises (more on this later)



Some past and ongoing Some past and ongoing 
examples of credit surges ahead examples of credit surges ahead 

of financial crisesof financial crises……
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Norway: Domestic Private Credit, 1900Norway: Domestic Private Credit, 1900--20042004
(Amount outstanding at year(Amount outstanding at year--end end 

as a percent of GDP)as a percent of GDP)
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Ireland Banking Survey: DomesticIreland Banking Survey: Domestic Credit and Banking Credit and Banking 
Crises, 1970Crises, 1970--20082008

(credit outstanding at end(credit outstanding at end--ofof--period as a percent of GDP,period as a percent of GDP,
44--quarter moving average)quarter moving average)
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United Kingdom Banking Survey: DomesticUnited Kingdom Banking Survey: Domestic Credit and Credit and 
Banking Crises, 1970Banking Crises, 1970--20082008

(credit outstanding at end(credit outstanding at end--ofof--period as a percent of GDP,period as a percent of GDP,
44--quarter moving average)quarter moving average)

Reinhart (2010)Reinhart (2010)
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Colombia Banking Survey: DomesticColombia Banking Survey: Domestic Credit and Banking Credit and Banking 
Crises, 1970Crises, 1970--20082008

(credit outstanding at end(credit outstanding at end--ofof--period as a percent of GDP,period as a percent of GDP,
44--quarter moving average)quarter moving average)
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Malaysia Banking Survey: DomesticMalaysia Banking Survey: Domestic Credit and Banking Credit and Banking 
Crises, 1970Crises, 1970--20082008

(credit outstanding at end(credit outstanding at end--ofof--period as a percent of GDP,period as a percent of GDP,
44--quarter moving average)quarter moving average)
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Reactions (Part II) or what isReactions (Part II) or what is missingmissing

1010

I.I. A selective A selective chronologychronology pertinent to the pertinent to the 
credit cycle for the countries under credit cycle for the countries under 
study.study.

Financial liberalization (importantly including the lifting of Financial liberalization (importantly including the lifting of 
capital account restrictionscapital account restrictions--more on this later)more on this later)

Highlights from financial innovation (securitization of mortgageHighlights from financial innovation (securitization of mortgages, s, 
for example).for example).

This may prove invaluable in identifying This may prove invaluable in identifying ““creditcredit--specific shocksspecific shocks””
and a role beyond the amplifier effect.and a role beyond the amplifier effect.

It will also help parse the postIt will also help parse the post--war period into finer war period into finer subperiodssubperiods
and help the interpretation of some of the main results. and help the interpretation of some of the main results. 
THERE IS MASSIVE FINANCIAL REPRESSION DURING THERE IS MASSIVE FINANCIAL REPRESSION DURING 
19461946--EARLY 1980SEARLY 1980S



Reactions (Part II) or what isReactions (Part II) or what is missingmissing

II.II. The The ““external connectionexternal connection”” of the of the 
domestic credit cycledomestic credit cycle

International capital flows International capital flows ““bonanzasbonanzas”” and external and external 
debt surges prior to crises debt surges prior to crises 

The The ““sudden stopsudden stop”” problem a la problem a la CalvoCalvo
It may help in understanding the magnitudes of the It may help in understanding the magnitudes of the 

booms and subsequent busts (over an beyond booms and subsequent busts (over an beyond 
differences in pre war and post war monetary differences in pre war and post war monetary 
policy responses.policy responses.

Also why countries with very different monetary Also why countries with very different monetary 
frameworks have experienced similar cycles frameworks have experienced similar cycles 
(remember UK(remember UK--Ireland slides)Ireland slides)



Financial liberalization and the Financial liberalization and the 
sequencing of crisessequencing of crises

Reinhart and Reinhart and RogoffRogoff (2009)(2009)
1212
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Banking crises
and capital mobility, 1800-2008

Capital Mobility and the Incidence of Banking Crisis: All Countries, 1800-
2007
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Gross External Debt as a Percent of GDP: Averages for Gross External Debt as a Percent of GDP: Averages for 
Selected 59 Countries, 2003Selected 59 Countries, 2003--20092009

(in percent)(in percent)
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Reinhart and Reinhart and RogoffRogoff (2010)(2010)
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United States: Private Capital Inflows from the United United States: Private Capital Inflows from the United 
Kingdom and  Banking Crises, 1865Kingdom and  Banking Crises, 1865--19141914
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Final thoughts on policyFinal thoughts on policy
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The paper also provides food for thought on  possible The paper also provides food for thought on  possible 
implications for the conduct of monetary policy and early implications for the conduct of monetary policy and early 
warnings of financial crises.warnings of financial crises.

If there is a greater emphasis or awareness of the behavior of If there is a greater emphasis or awareness of the behavior of 
credit aggregatescredit aggregates——should  old and discarded tools of should  old and discarded tools of 
monetary policy (in advanced economies) be revived?monetary policy (in advanced economies) be revived?

Margin requirements to dampen booms and asset bubbles?Margin requirements to dampen booms and asset bubbles?
Ceilings on certain types of credit?Ceilings on certain types of credit?
Countercyclical reserve requirements?Countercyclical reserve requirements?
More heavyMore heavy--handed enforcement of regulation and supervision?handed enforcement of regulation and supervision?
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